Celebrity
News:
Jennifer
Garner Has Found a ‘True
Partner’ in John Miller

By Katie Sotack
In celebrity news, Jen and Ben are officially over. Jennifer
Garner announced she has found solace with her new partner
John Miller, a Cali Group CEO. After a hectic year divorcing
Ben Affleck and supporting him through two stints in rehab, a
source told UsMagazine.com, “John is the complete opposite of
Ben. Jen feels like she’s finally found a true partner.” Both
Garner and Miller are committed to keeping their relationship
low-key as well as being successful co-parents to their kids
from previous marriages.

In celebrity news, Jennifer Garner
feels like she’s finally met her
match. What are some ways to know
you’ve met your “true partner”?
Cupid’s Advice:
Sometimes you just know you’ve found the one. Butterflies
flutter in your gut, and your heart swells just looking at
them. But, a true partner goes far beyond falling in love.
Here are relationship tips to be sure your significant other
is the one:
1. You want the same things: A partner should share your
goals. When it comes to spending your life with someone, they
should generally want the same things. If kids, a suburban
house, and a steady career are in your future, love won’t save
your relationship with a kid-hating, apartment-renting,
daredevil.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-up: Miley Cyrus & Liam Hemsworth
Split Less Than 8 Months After Wedding
2. They support you: Of course not all goals need to be share.
However they should stand by your individual goals and root
you on as you achieve them. For example, if you want to eat
healthy and get fit your partner doesn’t need to do the same.
However a partner that undermines your attempts to stay on
track by offering you ice cream every night is not trying to
help you succeed.
Related Link: Celebrity Parents: Former ‘Bachelor’ Arie
Luyendyk Jr. Calls Wife Lauren the ‘Hottest Momma’
3. You’re both willing to work: Aside from goals,
communication is the key to a healthy relationship. A

partnership likely won’t have to same communication styles.
But true significant others should be willing to compromise
and workshop communication for a healthy relationship.
What are some other ways to know you’ve met your match? Share
your thoughts below.

Back On! Celebrity Couple:
Ben Affleck & Lindsay Shookus
Are Back Together After Split

By Mara Miller

In the latest celebrity couple and celebrity dating news, Ben
Affleck and Lindsey Shookus are back together after a sixmonth split. The two called it quits around the same time that
Affleck began a brief fling with Playboy model Shauna Sexton
and later entered (and completed) a 40-day rehabilitation
program for alcohol abuse. Now, Shookus and Affleck have
picked up right where they left off, according to a source
from UsMagazine.com. It’s great to see that these two have
decided to give their romance a second chance.

This celebrity couple wasn’t ready
to call it quits altogether. What
are some reasons to give your ex
another chance?
Cupid’s Advice:
A split from your partner is a heartbreaking process,
especially when neither one of you wanted one in the first
place. Cupid has some solid reasons to give your ex a second
chance:
1. You both want the same things: Splitting for a couple can
be a good thing. It allows you some time away to reconsider
what you really want–like kids and marriage. If you take some
time apart and still want the same things after, then you
should think about giving your ex a second chance.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Bradley Cooper’s Ex Wife Reacts
to Rumors of Lady Gaga Romance
2. You believe their apologies: It can be easy to give someone
a shallow, “sorry!” to try to move on with your day. But if
your ex has apologized to you and truly seem like they mean
it, then it might be okay to give them a second chance. Take
it slow and get some coffee, and hear them out if you’re ready

to.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Rami Malek Gushes Over
Lucy Boynton In Oscars Acceptance Speech
3. You’re willing to put the past behind you:
It’s not
healthy to keep bringing up things that hurt you once, so you
don’t plan on ever talking about what happened again once
you’ve both already talked things out to decide if you’re
ready to be back together.
What are some other reasons you might consider giving your
partner a second chance? Let us know in the comments below!

Moving On: Jennifer Garner is
Dating
Businessman
John
Miller
After
Celebrity
Divorce

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, Jennifer Garner is happily dating
businessman John Miller. After the actress finalized her
celebrity divorce from actor Ben Affleck, she is excited to be
moving forward with her love life. The new couple has been
dating for six months and it seems to be getting pretty
serious. A source told UsMagazine.com, “Jen brings out the
best in John, and he is the happiest he has probably ever
been. It’s a loving, healthy relationship.” Garner is glad to
be moving on from the divorce.

Now that her celebrity divorce has
been finalized, Jennifer Garner has
moved on. What are some ways to
know you’re ready to move on after
a divorce or break-up?
Cupid’s Advice:

How do you know you’re ready to move on after a divorce or a
break up? Cupid shares some thoughts:
1. You are dating someone else: Dating someone else and being
fully committed to that relationship is a big sign that you’ve
moved on from your previous relationship. It is okay to move
on and have a new love interest in you’re life if you truly
feel ready to be in that space again.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gwyneth Paltrow Gushes
Over Newlywed Life with Brad Falchuk
2. You and your ex are friends: No one is asking you to be
bff’s with your ex, but if you two have a friendship rather
than a romantic relationship, then it’s safe to say you have
respectfully moved on from that part of your lives.
Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Leah Jenner Officially Files
for Divorce from Brandon Jenner
3.Your emotions aren’t all over the place: When the break-up
first happens, it is expected that you will feel many
different things. It’s difficult at the start, but you’ll have
more control over your emotions after you have had time to
move forward from the relationship.
How were you able to move on after a divorce?

Let us know

below!

Celebrity Divorce: Jennifer
Garner is Seen Dating Someone

New After Divorce from Ben
Affleck

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, recently divorced actress, Jennifer Garner
was seen dating someone new. Her divorce from actor Ben
Affleck was finalized on October 5, 2018. The celebrity couple
made their split public in 2015 and officially filed for
divorce in 2017. The pair has three kids together and are on
the
same
page
about
co-parenting.
According
to UsMagazine.com, Garner is “ready to start the next phase of
her life.”

In celebrity divorce news, Jennifer
Garner is moving on from her exhusband. What are some ways to know
you are ready to move on after a
divorce?
Cupid’s Advice:
How do you know you’re ready to move on after a divorce? Cupid
shares some advice:
1. You aren’t thinking of your ex romantically: Of course
there was a romantic connection between the two of you since
you decided to get married. If you don’t feel connected or
attracted to the other person anymore, it could be a sign that
you’re ready to move on with your life.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Alum
Jordan Kimball Denies Falsifying Jenna Cooper Cheating Texts
2. You’re excited to go out again: The time will come after
the divorce where you’re ready to put yourself out there
again. It may take a bit to get there, but eventually you’ll
be out of that post-divorce slump.
Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Leah Jenner Officially Files
for Divorce from Brandon Jenner
3. You have direction in your life: You know what you want and
you are easing your way into getting it. Once you’ve dusted
away the old pieces of the divorce. you have a clearer image
of what your future will look like.
How were you able to move on after a divorce?
below!

Let us know

Celebrity
Exes:
Jennifer
Garner Will Support Estranged
Husband
Ben
Affleck
‘No
Matter the Circumstances’

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, celebrity exes Jennifer Garner and Ben
Affleck remain on good terms despite his vices. An insider
revealed to UsMagazine.com that Garner will continue to be
there for Affleck whenever he needs her “no matter the
circumstances.”
After everything they’ve been through

together, Garner plans to show continued support toward
Affleck so that he can be a great father to their children.
Garner’s untiring loyalty to Affleck is for the sake of their
children. Last month, she helped to stage an intervention and
drove the 46-year old actor to a Malibu rehab center for his
alcohol addiction.

These celebrity exes are the
definition of “amicable split.”
What are some ways to keep things
civil with your ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
When going through a divorce or break-up of any kind, it can
be difficult to remain civil with your ex. No matter how hard
it may be, it is important to try to be as friendly as
possible, especially if there are children involved. Cupid has
some ideas:
1. Remember why you fell in love: Whenever you are going
through a divorce or a tough split, it is important to keep in
mind that you were once in love with this person and never
forget what qualities made you fall in love in the first
place. Keeping these desirable qualities about your ex close
in thought will help you remain on good terms.
Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Ben Affleck & Jennifer Garner
Reach Divorce Settlement
2. Keep conversation simple and relevant: It is important to
only talk about topics that are simple and relevant to your
current situation, such as about your children or pets to
avoid any further disagreements.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ben Affleck Checks In to Rehab

After Intervention with Jennifer Garner
3. Forgive your ex and forget about past issues: It is
necessary to forgive your ex and let go of any past issues
that ultimately led to the split. By doing this, you are
starting fresh with you ex, just without intimacy and now as
friends.
What are some other ways to remain civil with your ex? Share
your thoughts below.

Celebrity
Divorce:
Ben
Affleck & Jennifer Garner
Reach Divorce Settlement

By Jessica DeRubbo
In celebrity news, Ben Affleck and Jennifer Garner have
reached a celebrity divorce settlement, according to
UsMagazine.com. This comes after a long drawn out set of
proceedings (almost three years), and it comes at a time when
Affleck is currently in rehab recovering from alcohol
addiction. The 46-year-old actor entered a treatment center
last week to combat his addiction. Garner, his ex, drove him
to the facility after an intervention. A final divorce
settlement will be filed with the court after Affleck is
released from rehab.

This celebrity divorce is almost
official after long deliberations.
What are some ways to keep your
divorce proceedings civil?
Cupid’s Advice:

When going through something so trying, it can be tough to
keep things civil. But, you’re always better off not fighting
and getting heated, especially if there are kids involved.
Cupid has some tips:
1. Always include a middle man: Whenever you’re talking about
your divorce, make sure there’s someone there to mediate.
There’s a reason you’re getting divorced, which probably means
effective communication between the two of you is at an alltime low. Having someone else there to listen to both sides
will be helpful.
Related Link: Celebrity Break Up: Jennifer Garner Wants Ben
Affleck to “Work on His Health” Before Finalizing Divorce
2. Take a few breaths before responding: Keep spur of the
moment reactions to a minimum by taking a beat before
responding to various requests. Think through what you want to
say before you say it, so that you don’t end up saying
something you regret.
Related Link: Jennifer Garner Is ‘Not Surprised’ Ben Affleck
Is Dating Playboy Model Shauna Sexton
3. Think about the love you once had: You got married for a
reason in the first, place so keep that in the back of your
mind while you’re going through your divorce proceedings. This
will open up that soft spot you had for your former S.O. and
will keep you more level-headed.
What are some other ways to keep a divorce civil? Share your
thoughts below.

Celebrity News: Ben Affleck
Checks In to Rehab After
Intervention with Jennifer
Garner

By Haley Lerner
In celebrity news, Ben Affleck checked in to rehab on August
22 after an intervention by estranged wife Jennifer Garner and
a sober coach. According to UsMagazine.com, a source said
Affleck knew he needed help and asked for it. An eyewitness at
the scene of the intervention at Affleck’s home in Pacific
Palisades said at one point Garner came outside shaking. After
the intervention, Affleck and Garner left his house in a car
together, stopped at a Jack in the Box and drove to Malibu.

Garner has supported Affleck through his addiction struggles
even though the two split up in 2015 and filed for divorce in
2017.

In celebrity news, Ben Affleck
checked into rehab with support
from his family. What are some What
are some ways to support a partner
who has a substance addiction?
Cupid’s Advice:
Substance addiction is a tough battle, and if your partner is
going through it, it can be difficult. Cupid has some tips on
how to support your partner:
1. Get them help: The most important thing you can do for your
partner is to get them help for their substance addiction.
Whether it’s having an intervention, taking them to rehab,
getting them a therapist or some other form of treatment, it
is definitely necessary for them.
Related Link: Celebrity Break Up: Jennifer Garner Wants Ben
Affleck to “Work on His Health” Before Finalizing Divorce
2. Be there for them: Right now, your partner needs you to be
loving and supporting while they are going through a hard
time. Be there to talk to them whenever they need it and make
it clear you aren’t going to leave them.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jennifer Garner ‘Doesn’t Want’
Her Kids Around Ben Affleck’s GF Lindsay Shookus
3. Help them find new outlets: If you partner is out of rehab
but still is in a tough place from their substance abuse, help
them find new fun outlets to spend their time and enjoy life.

Show them you still want life to be fun for them and take them
on fun dates and outings.
Have any more tips on how to help a partner how has a
substance addiction? Comment below!

Jennifer
Garner
Is
‘Not
Surprised’ Ben Affleck Is
Dating Playboy Model Shauna
Sexton

By Rhodesia Williams
In latest celebrity news, Jennifer Garner isn’t surprised that
her ex, Ben Affleck, was spotted on a date with a Playboy
model. The celebrity exes are all too familiar with this
scenario. Affleck apparently has had his share of secret
celebrity relationships even since his celebrity divorce to
Garner. Unfortunately for Garner, Affleck isn’t too worried
about being discreet. Knowing Affleck won’t change, all she
can do is protect her kids as much as she can.

In celebrity news, Ben Affleck’s ex
isn’t surprised he’s dating a
Playboy model, but she isn’t
pleased. What are some ways to cope
with your ex moving on?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s never easy to watch your ex move on, especially if you
are always reminded of it. Cupid has some ways to cope with
your ex moving on:
1. Think about it: So, your relationship didn’t work out, but
you can’t seem to rationalize it. Make a list of the pros and
cons of your relationship and be honest. While sometimes, the
relationship could’ve ended out of the blue, but think about
anything that could’ve been a warning signs. Sometimes taking
some time to think can put this situation in perspective.
Giving yourself time and being honest with yourself will help
you to heal and move on.
Related Link: Dating Advice: 4 Signs Your Partner Is the Right
One for You

2. Enjoy yourself: Go out and enjoy your single life. Although
you may miss your relationship, use this time to adapt to your
new lifestyle. Have a night out with friends or even enjoy a
movie night alone with your favorite snacks. Dating yourself
is a big part of healing because it let’s you know that it’s
okay to be alone. You won’t be able to move on unless you get
out and start enjoying life.
Related Link: Dating Advice Q&A: Should I Remain Friends with
My Ex Online?
3. No lurking: The best thing you can do to help move on is
not to creep on your ex. For one, you already know what you
are going to see. Also, why bum yourself out? Whether your ex
is with someone or not, understand that you also need to start
the process of moving on. Lurking will only hurt you so try
your best not to. It’s always easier said than done but it
will help you to make peace with your ex moving on.
What are some ways you coupe with an ex moving on? Share
below.

Celebrity Break Up: Jennifer
Garner Wants Ben Affleck to
“Work on His Health” Before
Finalizing Divorce

By Haley Lerner
In celebrity break up news, Jennifer Garner isn’t rushing to
finalize her celebrity divorce from Ben Affleck. According to
UsMagazine.com, new court documents state that the couple was
warned by a judge in the L.A. Superior Court that if the two
can’t settle their divorce case, a judge has the right to call
it off. But, apparently Garner has been stalling the divorce.
A source said, “Jen wanted to give Ben the time and
opportunity to work on his health and sobriety. She isn’t in a
rush.” The insider added that Garner wants Affleck to be “the
best father he can be” to their three kids and “wants what’s
best for the kids. But, it seems Affleck is ready to move on,
as he’s been dating Saturday Night Live producer Lindsay
Shookus. The source added, “Ben would have liked to have
finished this and closed the books sooner.” But, “Jen just
isn’t willing to settle the custody issues until she’s 100
percent certain that he’s clean.”

Jennifer Garner isn’t rushing to
finalize her divorce with Ben
Affleck because she cares about his
wellbeing. What are some ways to
support your ex after a break up?
Cupid’s Advice:
Breaking up with an ex can be hard when they are going through
a rough time. Cupid has some tips on how to support your ex
after a break up:
1. Give them space: After a break up, sometimes the best thing
you can do for your ex is to give them space. They need to
heal from the split just like you, so giving your ex space can
be good for both of you.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jennifer Garner ‘Doesn’t Want’
Her Kids Around Ben Affleck’s GF Lindsay Shookus
2. Talk to their friends: If you don’t want to be the one to
directly help your ex, talk to their friends or family and let
them know you think they are in need of some help. They can
then take the lead and figure out how to help out.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jennifer Garner and Kids Visit
Ben Affleck In Hawaii
3. Be there for them: If you’re comfortable with it, you can
keep the door for conversation open with your ex. Make it
clear that you want things to be platonic, but that you are
also willing to be a friend to them and are there to talk them
through anything they are dealing with.
Have any more ways to support an ex after a break up? Comment
below!

Celebrity
News:
Jennifer
Garner ‘Doesn’t Want’ Her
Kids Around Ben Affleck’s GF
Lindsay Shookus

By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, Jennifer Garner says she doesn’t want Ben
Affleck‘s new celebrity relationship anywhere near their three
children. Affleck, who is now dating Lindsay Shookus, went
through a public celebrity break-up with Garner in 2015. They
share three children together; however, Garner has her reasons

for not wanting Shookus around her children.

In celebrity news, Jennifer Garner
is doing well post-split from Ben
Affleck, but she doesn’t want her
kids around his new girlfriend.
What are some ways to handle
introducing your kids to your new
partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Introducing your children to a new partner can be difficult.
Often times, your ex may have some requests and, to keep the
peace, honoring them is a good idea. Cupid has some ideas on
how to introduce your new partner to your kids:
1. Who wants ice cream?: Naturally, most kids love ice cream.
A good ice breaker is taking the kids and your new partner out
for ice cream. It is important to have the kids in an
environment where they are comfortable and feel safe. While
you may think they are focused on their sundaes, they will
remember the outing and it will help associate your partner
with a happy memory.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: The Pitfalls of Dating
While Divorcing
2. Introduce the idea: Sometimes the “what if” game helps.
Slightly introducing the idea will help in finding out if your
kids are okay with you having a new partner. Kids often object
to their parent being with someone new because they want to
see their biological parents together. Over time, suggesting
that you may have a new partner will plant the seed needed and

will help introduce your new partner.
Related Link: Parenting Tip: Being a Adoptive Parent
3. Make it a party: If you and your ex are on good terms, it’s
a good idea for all adults involved to introduce your new
partner. Your children seeing that you all are getting along
and can co-exist will ease their minds. Naturally kids don’t
want to see their parents apart, so when introducing a new
partner, you want your kids to feel comfortable. Having your
ex back you up can only help the situation.
What ways would you introduce your new partner to your
children?? Share below.

Celebrity
News:
Jennifer
Garner and Kids Visit Ben
Affleck In Hawaii

By Jessica DeRubbo
It looks like these celebrity exes are keeping it friendly, as
Jennifer Garner and her kids were recently spotted visiting
Ben Affleck in Hawaii over Spring Break, while he’s there to
train
for
a
Netflix
action
movie.
According
to UsMagazine.com, Garner traveled to the Aloha State over
the weekend with daughters Violet, 12, and Seraphina, 9, and
son Samuel, 6. She even posted a photo on Instagram of herself
hiking with her trainer, Simone De La Rue during the trip.
Though Affleck is currently dating Lindsay Shookus, who was
spotted in Hawaii on March 26th, Shookus was nowhere to be
seen when Garner and the kids were visiting. We’re glad this
former celebrity couple can keep it civil for their kids!

In celebrity news, Jennifer Garner
and Ben Affleck are following
through on their commitment to

putting their kids first. What are
some ways to put your kids first
after a split?
Cupid’s Advice:
When you have kids and are going through a split, it’s super
important to focus on your children and how the things you’re
doing are affecting them. Cupid has some ways to make sure
you’re putting them first:
1. Put forth a united front: No matter what your beef is with
your former significant other, your kids shouldn’t catch wind
of it. It’s important to get on the same page with your ex
before communicating with your kids. You want to make sure the
messages coming from each of are you are the same.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Ben Affleck Is Dating
‘SNL’ Producer Lindsay Shookus
2. Hang out as a family: If it’s possible, continue to spend
time together as a family. This may be difficult if your split
was particularly bitter, but do your best to get to a point
where being together is doable. It will make your kids relax
and feel as if their family hasn’t been ripped apart forever.
Related Link: Latest Celebrity News: Jennifer Garner Says She
Is ‘Not Interested in Dating’ After Split From Ben Affleck
3. Make all decisions with your kids in mind: Instead of
thinking of yourself during your split (or after), think about
your kids first. Each decision should be made with them in
mind. Even if something isn’t necessarily preferable to you,
you’re at a point where you can deal with it, while your kids
are still growing and impressionable.
What are some other ways to put your kids first after a split?

Share your experiences or thoughts below.

Celebrity Couple Ben Affleck
&
Lindsay
Shookus
Are
Twinning On Friday Date

By Jessica Gomez
In celebrity news, Ben Affleck and girlfriend Lindsay Shookus
were out and about wearing matching outfits on Friday,
according to EOnline.com. The celebrity couple was spotted in
Brentwood, California wearing similar outfits: leather

jackets, gray tops, and dark denim jeans. Adorbs. Affleck and
Shookus both seem “coordinated” and enjoying each other’s
company.

This celebrity couple came off
looking like twins on a recent day
out. What are some ways style plays
a role in your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Believe it or not, style does play a role in relationships,
and not just in the aesthetically pleasing department. Cupid
is here to inform you!:
1. Matching has a connecting effect: Have you and your partner
ever matched without planning? You both end up wearing similar
outfits or the same color? In a way, it feels good. You feel
like you’re both connected, plus you look cute in public.
Feeling like you and your partner are on the same page is a
good thing, and matching is a small nudge in that direction.
Related Link:
Holmes

Jamie Foxx Celebrates 50th Birthday with Katie

2. People snap judgments: It’s engraved in our society —
people judge others based on how they dress and their style.
Whether these judgments are good or bad, the way you dress and
the way your partner dresses are both in the public eye, up
for observation. You shouldn’t care what people think, but you
may be more reluctant to not care when your significant other
is meeting your friends or the fam. We all know that a good
sense of style does make a lasting impression.
Related Link: Macaulay Culkin Steps Out with Brenda Song in
Paris

3. Having a good sense of style gives you confidence: And
having confidence helps a relationship. Having a style that
you love is important because it can give you a self-assuring
feeling — and oh, how we know that a lack of confidence is a
problem in many relationships. On top of that, your style is
something that you identify with, it’s a reflection of you. On
that note, let’s do some shopping!
What are some ways style has affected your relationship?
Comment below!

Celebrity Couple News: Ben
Affleck & Lindsay Shookus Are
Going Strong

By Melissa Lee
In celebrity couple news, Ben Affleck and girlfriend Lindsay
Shookus have been going strong! Affleck and Shookus, who have
been casually dating since April, were seen enjoying a relaxed
date night at a LA pizza joint. UsMagazine.com reported
that Affleck is very happy with Shookus, a producer for
Saturday Night Live. The two apparently met nearly three years
ago, while they were both married to their respective spouses
— both couples ended up getting divorced later that year.

This newly announced celebrity
couple are definitely making an
impact. What are some ways to work
on
the
strength
of
your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:

This celeb couple seems to be going steady after a few months
of casual dating. If you’re looking to make your new
relationship strong, check out some of these tips from Cupid:
1. No pressure: Putting pressure on a young relationship will
only cause unnecessary stress, especially if it’s still in the
early stages. By keeping things fun, light and casual, the
avoidance of pressure will eventually work to your advantage
by letting the more serious stuff come at the right time.
Besides, who wants to be getting serious in a relationship
that’s only a few months old?
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Ellen Page Is Dating
Dancer Emma Portner
2. Extend loving gestures: Show your appreciation for your new
sweetheart by occasionally doing nice things for them. Extend
loving gestures like buying them flowers, cooking them a meal,
or even just sending a sweet text to them. Kind and loving
actions like this show that you truly do care for them, plus
it’ll put a smile on their face throughout the day.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Serena Williams Addresses
Secret Wedding Rumors
3. Communication is always key: Regardless of how long you’ve
been with your partner, communication will always be crucial
to a strong relationship. It’s even more important to
implement this behavior early on, so you two get in the habit
of expressing your concerns, bothers or appreciations. By
starting to do this when the relationship is young, it won’t
be as much of an issue later on.
What are some ways that you work on strengthening
relationship? Share your thoughts below.

a

New Celebrity Couple: Ben
Affleck
Is
Dating
‘SNL’
Producer Lindsay Shookus

By Marissa Donovan
Scarlett Johansson is not the only one dating someone from
Saturday Night Live! Since getting a celebrity
divorce from Jennifer Garner, Ben Affleck has been dating
SNL producer Lindsay Shookus. According to UsMagazine.com, the
new celebrity couple spent four nights in London together
while Affleck was filming Justice League. They were also
recently spotted together in Los Angeles on July 6th. Maybe

the couple will collaborate for a SNL skit in the future!

There’s a new celebrity couple in
Hollywood
three
months
after
Affleck’s divorce was finalized.
What are some ways to know you’re
ready to move on after a divorce?
Cupid’s Advice:
Divorces can sometimes be messy business. Here are some ways
to know you can find love again soon:
1. You are officially divorced: Making the agreement official
will give you a clear state of mind on your new lifestyle. It
will also save you from explaining any complicated problems
while trying to date! Trying to date while still processing
paper work, or moving out belongings can often be
uncomfortable for those who have not experienced a divorced.
Once you have a clean slate, then dating is never an issue!
Related Link: Jennifer Garner & Ben Affleck Attend Church
After Celebrity Divorce Filing
2. Feelings with your ex are neutral: Hopefully you have moved
past the stage of feeling angry and depressed towards your ex.
It’s also best if you and your ex can agree on not dating
again. Being on the same page with your past partner is a good
sign you are mentally ready to see other people!
Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Ben Affleck Still Living at
Family Home with Jennifer Garner
3. You’ve made positive changes since the split: Growing from
your past experience can shape your life choices as a person.
The divorce may have caused you to regress or develop bad

habits, but it’s okay as long as you can identify and change
them for the better! If you have become sober like Ben
Affleck, or made other positive changes for the sake of a
better future, then it’s safe to meet someone new.
Do you think Jennifer Garner will be dating soon too? What
relationship advice do you have after experience a divorce?
Let us know what you think in the comments!

Celebrity Co-Parents: See How
Stars Manage To Raise Their
Children Post-Split

By Marissa Donovan
Co-parenting is a lifestyle choice that many celebrities find
to be a healthy way to stay close as a family. Celebrity
break-ups happen, but ex couples with children have come to
the mutual agreement that parenting comes first. According to
the University of New Hampshire Cooperative Extension, the
long term advantages of co-parenting include less feelings of
abandonment and a sense of stability. Co-parenting after a
split can be done by meeting with the other parent and making
an agreement on future goals and family gatherings.

Like a celebrity parent, it can be
hard to find balance between
raising a child and working out a
mutual schedule with your ex. Check
out these co-parenting tips to

understand how to find the happy
medium of raising a family after a
break-up:
1. Have positive conversation about your family members: Even
when the other parent is momentarily unavailable, it is
important to tell your children that they are still loved. Ben
Affleck spoke highly of Jennifer Garner in an
EOnline.com interview calling her an “superhero mom” and being
thankful they can co-parent together. Speaking compassionately
to your children about their other parent shows them that you
both genuinely care about their well being.
Related Link: Parenting Tips: How To Set a Good Example For
Your Child
2. Meet as a family: Coming together as a family is something
you and your ex should consider when co-parenting. Holidays
may be the easiest time to share a meal or do an
activity together. As seen on Keeping Up With The Kardashians,
Scott Disick and Kourtney Kardashian go on vacations with
their children to spend quality time together as a family.
Spontaneous changes in schedules may arise, but you must move
forward and plan another family day.
Related Link: Celebrity Interview: Katherine Heigl Says
“Family Comes First”
3. Understand your strengths as overall parents: It’s good for
your child to spend quality time alone with his or her mom or
dad. Actor Ryan Philippe opened up to ETOonline.com about
his arrangement with Reese Witherspoon to have one parent have
alone time with their children. When each parent has their
children separately, the pair can understand their strengths
when handling a situation with their child. Mom might be
better at helping with school projects, or Dad might be better

at handling temper tantrums. Applying your skills
as individual parents will help the development of your
children.
Do you know of any other co-parenting tips? Share you
experiences in the comments bellow!

Parenting Tips: Should You
Circumcise Your Baby?

By Noelle Downey
There’s no doubt about it — parenting can be a minefield.

There are so many decisions to make and questions that don’t
seem to have a clear right answer. While every good parent
does everything they can to make sure that their child is
safe, happy, and healthy, sometimes even the experts
have conflicting parenting tips on the best ways to accomplish
that goal. One of the most hot-button topics when it comes to
parenting advice is circumcision. While some experts argue
that circumcision has health benefits like decreased risk of
urinary tract infections, penile cancer or STI’s, others
contend that the reduction of the risk is actually so small
that it doesn’t warrant a corrective procedure, especially for
infants who have no say in what some consider to be an
invasive surgery. Differing cultural and religious views also
tend to influence parents when it comes to whether or not they
choose to have their children circumcised. Although
circumcision is a medical procedure many take for
granted, even some celebrity parents argue against it. Cupid
is here with a list of the top five most vocal celebrity
protestors of circumcision.

Whether
or
not
you
believe
circumcision is right for your
children, there are plenty of
famous parents who say their top
parenting tip for their celebrity
babies
is
to
avoid
the
cut
altogether!
1. Alicia Silverstone: Alicia Silverstone is a celebrity mom
to six-year-old son Bear Blu Jarecki, and she and her husband,
Christopher Jarecki, made the personal decision not to
circumcise Bear despite the fact that Silverstone had a Jewish
upbringing. Silverstone confronted the complicated decision

she and her husband made in her book, ‘The Kind Mama’ and
later said that her fans reactions to it touched her deeply.
“One [fan] said that 17 years ago she had her son, and she
made this choice,” Silverstone shared in a celebrity interview
with The Stir, “and she was crying, because she was
remembering her experience. It was moving to me.”
2. Ben Affleck: Ben Affleck, celebrity ex of Jennifer Garner
and dad to children Violet, Seraphina, and Samuel, has said in
the past that despite some reports from experts that state
that being uncircumcised can lead to an increased risk of
frequent urinary tract infections, he himself doesn’t approve
of the practice. He once confessed to Jon Stewart in an
interview, “I hate circumcisions! Get enough in me, and I’ll
tell you how much I hate them!”
Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Ben Affleck Still Living at
Family Home with Jennifer Garner
3. Russell Crowe: Famed actor and father to two sons, Charles
and Tennyson, Russell Crowe took to Twitter to slam
circumcision in a series of controversial tweets. The actor
steamed, “Circumcision is barbaric and stupid. Who are you to
correct nature? Babies are perfect.” While many responded
negatively to his tweets, citing a lack of sensitivity to the
nuanced reasons that many choose to circumcise their children,
others firmly supported his declarations, sparking a dramatic
social media storm.
4. Mario Lopez: On a 2010 episode of this cute star’s hit
reality TV show, ‘Saved By the Baby’, Mario Lopez pushed his
then-girlfriend (now wife) Courtney Mazza to consider not
circumcising their future son, and the discussion quickly got
heated for the celebrity couple. “That’s not up for
discussion,” Lopez insisted firmly, “News flash, this is the
way all men are born.” Lopez and Mazza are now celebrity
parents to two children, Gia Francesca Lopez and Dominic
Lopez.

Related Link: Mario and Courtney Lopez Welcome a Baby Boy
5. Cameron Diaz: It’s not just celebrity parents who have
their opinions on circumcision. Forty-four year old actress
Cameron Diaz has made it clear in the past that if she and her
husband Benji Madden ever have a son, that circumcision will
not be for them. She spoke in an interview with The Stir about
her film ‘What to Expect When You’re Expecting’ and some
changes that had to be made to the script to achieve a PG-13
rating, claiming, “they made us cut out a bunch about
circumcision. To get a PG-13 rating we had to cut out the
actual description of circumcision. So apparently it is very
uncomfortable for people to hear how it works.” Diaz added,
“America is the same way about their beef – they just want it
delivered in a styrofoam package with saran wrap over it. They
don’t want to know how it got to you. Same thing with
circumcision.”
What do you think about the practice of circumcision? Do the
alleged health benefits or personal concerns outweigh these
celebrity opinions? Or do you think they have a point? Let us
know in the comments!

Jennifer Garner & Ben Affleck
Attend Church After Celebrity
Divorce Filing

By Noelle Downey
Celebrity exes Jennifer Garner and Ben Affleck were spotted
smiling serenely as they exited a church service they attended
together on Easter Sunday with their three children, according
to UsMagazine.com. Garner filed for divorce from Affleck on
April 13th, with both of them deciding to pursue a joint
custody agreement of their three children, Violet, Seraphina
and Samuel. Although Affleck had been living in the guest
house since the couple separated in June 2015, he will now be
making the move to a new home as the celebrity divorce moves
forward. A source close to Affleck reported it’s important to
him to find a place near Garner’s house so they can both
successfully “continue to co-parent as they have been” adding
that Affleck is expected to move out “when he finds the right
place.”

Talk about being amicable during a
celebrity divorce! What are some
ways to keep life normal for your
kids during a split?
Cupid’s Advice:
While a divorce is enough to threaten the future of any family
dynamic, Garner and Affleck seem to be able to put aside their
differences to lend their kid’s lives some normality during
this transitional period. Here are Cupid’s top tips on how to
emulate these sensible celebs and keep your kids secure during
your separation:
1. Present a united front: Just like this former celebrity
couple, it’s important to focus on presenting a united front
and creating a viable co-parenting experience for your
children. Whether that means attending church together, having
a family dinner once a week or a monthly family movie night,
remind your kids that you can still function as a family unit
and that you and your ex are still capable of coming together
for their benefit and security.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jennifer Garner Says She & Ex
Ben Affleck Will Make Co-Parenting Work
2. Develop healthy coping mechanisms: If you’re dealing with
the pain of your divorce in unhealthy ways, your children will
feel the strain of those negative behaviors too. A source on
Affleck recently reported that he was “doing great” and was in
“a healthy place” following his treatment in rehab for
alcoholism. Just like this celebrity parent, focus on making
sure you’re dealing with any issues you have behind the scenes
to that your children can feel safe knowing you’re not going
to fall apart at a moment’s notice.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jennifer Garner Still Not
Wearing Wedding Ring After Ben Affleck Reconciliation Reports
3. Communicate with your kids: While it’s true that your
children shouldn’t have to handle hearing every detail of your
divorce, you may also find that opening up clear lines of
communication and talking your child through this difficult
time will be immensely helpful in getting them to open up and
feel safe with you. By talking to them honestly about how
you’re feeling and how they’re feeling, you can validate their
emotions and make sure they’re dealing with any sadness or
anger they might feel in healthy ways.
Garner and Affleck seem determined to make things work when it
comes to co-parenting their children. Do you have any tips on
co-parenting that you’ve learned since splitting with your ex?
Let us know in the comments!

Celebrity
Couple
News:
Jennifer Garner Still Not
Wearing Wedding Ring After
Ben Affleck Reconciliation
Reports

By Delaney Gilbride
In latest celebrity news, we’re still totally and completely
unsure about the status of celebrity couple Jennifer Garner
and Ben Affleck‘s marriage. Despite multiple claims that their
celebrity divorce had been called off for the time being, the
44 year-old actress and film producer was seen walking about
Los Angeles on Thursday, March 9, without her wedding ring. An
insider close to Garner told UsMagazine.com that she’s still
considering going through with the divorce when the time is
right, while a different insider close to Affleck, 44, told
the magazine that the two are putting their divorce on hold
because they’ve been getting along pretty well.
The Daredevil co-stars are reportedly still living under the
same roof for the sake of their three children since their
split back in June 2015. Although the news of their rocky
marriage is still relatively new, the duo has been going to
couples therapy for years now.

We can’t quite seem to keep up with
this celebrity couple. How do you
know when it’s time to end a
longtime marriage?
Cupid’s Advice:
Breaking up is hard as it is, but what if it’s ending a
longtime marriage with someone you thought you’d spend the
rest of your life with? How do you know when enough is enough?
Cupid’s here to help with some relationship advice:
1. You’re too tired to keep fighting the truth: When all the
negative signs you’ve been ignoring keep adding up, it will
become completely overwhelming. If your sex life is a daily
frustration, your loved one wont fight for you, and it’s
impossible to open up to them anymore it’s time to take a
minute and realize that you can’t keep fighting the truth. Ask
yourself, is this worth fighting for?
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Scarlett Johansson
Reportedly Files for Divorce From Romain Dauriac
2. You only communicate when you have to: A key part to any
relationship is communication and if you and your partner see
this as a chore, something is very wrong. Talking to your
loved one should be something you look forward to during a
long day of work it shouldn’t be something you dread. If this
is the case, the two of you have to really think about what
you want for the future.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Katy Perry & Orlando Bloom
Break Up After 10 Months Together
3. You’re falling for other people: If your spouse is distant
and your sex life is dying you might be finding your lost

needs in other people. Although you may not be acting on it,
the feeling you get from others that truly appreciate and
truly want you is overwhelming. This is a huge sign that your
marriage is most likely coming to an end.
Are you struggling with your divorce? Comment below with some
indicators that your marriage might be coming to and end.

Relationship
Advice:
Why
Isn’t It Easy to Say Goodbye?

By Dr. Jane Greer

Some say Ben Affleck is waiting to find out if his celebrity
ex Jennifer Garner wants to reconcile with him. Despite their
celebrity divorce, they have remained close. According to a
source, many people feel Jennifer is stringing Ben along and
“making him jump through hoops.” They say she’s acting hot and
cold, and he has no idea where they stand as a couple or a
family. It can be very frustrating to remain in limbo and not
know what to expect. Many people find themselves in this
situation after a break-p or an attempted break-up.

Sometimes the road to splitting up
permanently isn’t clear, and there
can be lots of fits and starts
before either reaching the final
end of a relationship, or deciding
to give it another solid try. Why
is it so hard for people to let go,
sometimes
even
if
they
are
officially divorced? Check out the
following relationship advice:
The most compelling reason people continue to hold on is the
fact that they have a shared history. The person who might be
an ex-partner has a sense not only of who you are, but who you
were with them and during your time together. To then say
good-bye to them can also feel like saying goodbye to who you
were during your relationship. Another thing that can keep you
hopeful, even if you aren’t happy right now, is the
possibility that something will change and the good times you
once shared and the positive aspects of the relationship will
resume.

Related Link: Jennifer Garner Source Says Ben Affleck’s
Alleged Celebrity Affair Was the ‘Ultimate Betrayal’
Another thing that can keep the glue between you from
completely giving way is if one of you wants to hold on more
than the other. When this happens, the one who isn’t ready to
finally end it might persist with calls, emails, and texts
which can increase the doubts the other might feel as well as
any guilt feelings he or she might have about ending the
relationship in the first place. The partner who wants to
continue to be together might also make assertions that they
will change whatever behavior may have led to the unhappiness
between you. They might even start to do it, which can make
the other person stick around with the hope that the negative
behaviors will disappear completely. As a result, a couple can
often seesaw because even small changes can increase optimism
and give someone the stamina they need to be willing to try to
give it another shot. In the case of a betrayal, when the
initial and intense anger diminishes, there can be a
willingness to give the person a chance to rebuild your trust.
Also, when there are children involved, as there are with
Jennifer and Ben, there is often a desire to keep the family
together for their sake. That can be one of the strongest
driving forces of all. Whatever the case, certainly if a lot
of loving feelings remain it is hard to imagine life without
them in it.
Related Link: Lessons From Jennifer Garner and Ben Affleck
The question becomes, how do you know if you are wasting your
time, holding on with the hope that the happiness will be
rekindled or the bad behaviors will change when there is the
chance that neither of those things is likely? How can you
know how much time to give it before reaching the decision to
finally call it quits? Are there any strategies to employ for
ending a relationship?
If you are moving forward with the intent to give your

relationship a try and see if things can work out, it’s good
to be clear about what specific changes you are looking for
and how long you are willing to wait to see if they actually
take place. For example, if you are looking to see if you can
trust your partner again, the only real way to do that is to
give them enough time to show through their actions that what
they say and do is worthy of your trust. But if months go by
and you continue to be disappointed because the promised
changes aren’t happening, or they have happened once but were
never followed up on, that can be a good indicator that things
aren’t really going to be different from what had been
upsetting you all along, and if you want to be happier it is
time to let go. Ideally, you or your partner can look for
counseling, which can help you either get your relationship
back on track or help you reach the difficult decision that it
really is time to say good-bye to each other.
It appears that Jennifer and Ben continue to share loving
feelings, as well as children, and therefore remain open to
the possibility of reuniting as a couple. Here’s to hoping for
the best!
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on HealthyLife.net every Tuesday at 2 PM EST, 11 AM PST. First
and third Tuesdays are Shrink Wrap on Call, second Tuesdays
are HuffPost on Call, and the last Tuesday of the month
is Let’s Talk Sex! Email your questions dealing with
relationships, intimacy, family, and friendships to Dr. Greer
at askdrjane@drjanegreer.com. Connect with Dr. Jane Greer on
Facebook, at www.facebook.com/DrJaneGreer, and be sure to
follow @DrJaneGreer on Twitter for her latest insights on
love, relationships, sex, and intimacy.

Relationship Advice: Making
Marriage Work Like Beyoncé

By Dr. Jane Greer
During the premiere of her new visual album Lemonade this past
weekend, Beyoncé shared very personal moments between her and
her husband, Jay-Z. The celebrity couple have had their share
of marital rough patches. The challenge of a successful
marriage is making it work with all of the elements of
difficulty that arise, whether that be finances, children, inlaws, infidelity, or whatever else might bring a bump in the
road to a relationship.

Beyoncé
is
addressing
this
important aspect of how much work
goes into a marriage in this new
album, and she is carrying on with
the effort to make her bond with
Jay-Z better and stronger than
ever.
Beyoncé and Jay-Z share a celebrated personal and professional
celebrity relationship, but you don’t have to build an empire
with your partner to make it worthwhile to preserve what you
have together. Even so, this idea of having to work and put
effort into a marriage or relationship is often frowned upon,
and gets a bad reputation because it takes on this connotation
of being a burden, a chore, or a responsibility. It’s as
though people think if it isn’t easy, then it’s better to just
call it quits and get out.
Related Link: Expert Dating Advice: What Beyoncé’s Body
Language Says About Her Love for Jay-Z
When Ben Affleck so famously said that marriage takes work, it
was like he said something awful, instead of something
positive. It reminds me of a couple that came to see me a few
years back. Things were difficult between them, and the
husband didn’t really want to be there. He asked, “Why should
I have to work at it? If it’s so much work, then we must be in
a really bad state. So, why not just end it?” I said, “Okay,
you can make that choice, but keep in mind then you are going
to have to put the work into dismantling your marriage.” I
went on to highlight all the effort that would take – dealing
with the divorce, splitting up their assets, finding a new
place to live, starting to date again. And then, if he was

lucky enough to find someone he liked and wanted to spend time
with, he would have to hope that he got it exactly right that
time so he wouldn’t find himself having to work on that
relationship one day. He looked at me and said, “Okay, let’s
work on the marriage.” He could finally see that there was no
guaranteed easy route, and as I pointed out, nobody gets a
pass, so it was worth it to him to try to take his marriage to
a higher ground.
Related Link: What Can We Learn From Celebrity Divorces?
So,
The
you
one

how do you begin to work on your marriage or relationship?
most important piece of relationship advice I can offer
is communication. So often there are misunderstandings and
person can become defensive or take something personally,

which is not meant to be that way at all. Without talking
about it, on both ends, people can begin to feel disappointed
and alone. I have one patient who was dating a woman he really
liked. Their first few dates were great, but on the fourth
date he avoided kissing her goodnight and anything else that
would go along with that. She was clearly upset, withdrew and
didn’t take his calls for several days. He was clueless about
why this was happening, and didn’t understand what had
prompted her cold shoulder. He started to think he had been
wrong about her; who needed to date a woman who changed her
mind so suddenly? So, I encouraged him to talk to her, rather
than just respond to what seemed like a negative situation. I
told him that since he saw this as a promising relationship,
he might as well ask her what was going on. When he did, she
told him the truth, that she felt bad and unattractive when he
didn’t kiss her the other night. And then it all became clear
to him. The truth was, he had eaten a whole clove of raw
garlic at dinner, he didn’t realize it until it was too late,
and he was self-conscious about his breath. She had no idea
about the garlic, so she thought he was rejecting her. Once he
told her why he hadn’t kissed her, she completely understood
and even laughed about it. What they went through is a prime

example of a couple doing the work. Without being open with
each other, their relationship could have skidded off the
track. Instead, I am happy to report they are very much in
love and planning to move in together.
It is so basic really, but so important. The crux of any
relationship is being able to speak to your needs and real
feelings in a way that doesn’t carry blame. The hope is that
you will each understand what the other person is
experiencing. Once you are able to do that, you can put your
heads together to find common ground and compromise,
eventually realizing that the whole of your connection rises
above each of your individual needs. Working on it means being
willing to challenge yourself, to push yourself past your
comfort zone, to be willing to be open, sometimes trying
something new and different, which is not always easy. It
means not reacting to the other person, but checking things
out with them first. It means being willing to struggle with
uncertainty and tolerate the frustration that goes along with
waiting for changes to happen, and not knowing if they will.
It is about balancing your hope for the future against your
disappointments of the past, so you can continue to persevere
together.
In the end it is that world and life you have built together
that will fuel the effort it takes to do the work that makes
it work. The art of problem-solving with your partner takes
creativity and brainstorming, and makes you closer because you
each feel cared about and supported, which is worth its weight
in gold. It can be as valuable as anything else Beyonce and
Jay Z create together.
Please tune in to the Doctor on Call radio hour on
HealthyLife.net every Tuesday at 2 PM EST, 11 AM PST. First
and third Tuesdays are Shrink Wrap on Call, second Tuesdays
are HuffPost on Call, and the last Tuesday of the month is
Let’s Talk Sex! Email your questions dealing with
relationships, intimacy, family, and friendships to Dr. Greer

at askdrjane@drjanegreer.com. Connect with Dr. Jane Greer on
Facebook, at www.facebook.com/DrJaneGreer, and be sure to
follow @DrJaneGreer on Twitter for her latest insights on
love, relationships, sex, and intimacy. For more on Dr. Greer,
visit http://www.drjanegreer.com.

Kissing Co-Stars: On and OffScreen Celebrity Couples

By Katie Gray
When couples on-screen become real celebrity couples offscreen, we get extra excited. What could be better than

falling in love with a movie relationship, and then learning
that it is actually a reality? It’s a fairy tale come true
when it becomes an actual celebrity relationship! Whether the
relationships last or are just a fling, it’s fun while it
lasts. In many cases, it’s ended in celebrity weddings and
celebrity babies. We can all take a cue and relationship
advice from these cute celeb couples who show us love on and
off-screen!

Cupid has compiled our six favorite
on
and
off-screen
celebrity
couples:
1. Ben Affleck & Jennifer Garner: This celebrity couple met on
the set of Daredevil and ended up getting married and having
children together. They married in 2005 in Turks and Caicos
and have three children together: Violet, Seraphina and
Samuel. They announced they were divorcing in 2015, but they
remain friends and family because of their offspring. Garner
has also dated previous co-stars such as Alias co-star Michael
Vartan, and she was even married to Scott Foley for three
years after meeting him on the set of his series Felicity.
It’s true that love can be found on set!
2. Brad Pitt & Angelina Jolie: Everybody loves Brangelina!
This celebrity couple met while filming Mr. & Mrs. Smith
together and caused a big stir, as speculation stirred that an
affair happened between the two while Pitt was still married
to Jennifer Aniston. They denied it, but in 2006 they
announced they were expecting a baby. The pair got engaged in
2012 after seven years of dating and married two years later
in 2014 at their estate in Correns, France. Although they were
trying to kill each other on-screen, they sure make it work in
real life! They seem to have a happy, healthy marriage and
children.

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Live Modestly
3. Ryan Reynolds & Blake Lively: Spotted: one of the best
celebrity relationships in Hollywood started on a set. That’s
right, lovely Blake Lively and handsome Ryan Reynolds, met on
the set of The Green Lantern. This dynamic duo started dating
a year later in 2011, purchased a home together in 2012 in
Bedford, New York and married a few months later. The former
Gossip Girl star gave birth to their daughter, James, in 2014
and it was just announced last month that they are expecting
their second child! Congrats to the happy pair!
4. Ashton Kutcher & Mila Kunis: “Hello Wisconsin!” The costars we all loved on the hit sitcom That 70’s Show, Ashton
Kutcher and Mila Kunis, are now a happily married celebrity
couple. The pair began dating in 2012, were engaged in 2014,
gave birth to their daughter Wyatt Isabelle in October of that
year and married in July of 2015. They show us that it is good
to date for a couple of years to really get to know a person
before jumping into wedlock and parenthood. It seems to be
working well for them, as they are now happily married and the
proud parents of a beautiful baby girl.
Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Where The Woman Earns More
Money
5. Freddie Prinze Jr. & Sarah Michelle Gellar: This celebrity
relationship is one of the longest lasting in the
entertainment industry! Fellow actors, Freddie Prinze Jr. and
Sarah Michelle Gellar, met while filming I Know What You Did
Last Summer and have been an item ever since.They even costarred in the Scooby-Doo film together! They were engaged in
2001, married in 2002 and have two celebrity babies together.
This celebrity marriage shows us how to make a genuine
relationship last!
6. Channing Tatum & Jenna Dewan Tatum: This married celebrity
couple met in 2006 on the set of Step-Up. They have been

giving us major relationship goals ever since. They got
engaged in Maui in 2008 and married in a celebrity wedding in
2009 in Malibu, California. The Magic Mike star has even been
referenced recently in Drake’s new album. The rapper, has a
lyric that says, “Got so many chains, they call me Chaining
Tatum.”
Who are your favorite celebrity couples on and off-screen?
Share below!

5 Times the Nanny Has Been
the Catalyst for Celebrity
Divorce

By Katie Gray
Could it be the curse of celebrity childcare? In Hollywood,
there is always a tale of an affair between a spouse and the
nanny floating around. Sometimes these celebrity marriages end
up in celebrity divorce afterward. Rocker Mick Jagger is
reported, in the biography Mick: The Wild Life and Mad Genius
of Jagger, to have had an affair with his nanny while he was
married to supermodel Jerry Hall. There have also been reports
that soccer star David Beckham cheated on his wife, Victoria,
after the alleged woman, Rebecca Loos spoke out. Rumors are
swirling that Ben Affleck also cheated on his wife Jennifer
Garner with the nanny, which he denies.

Cupid has the 5 times that the
nanny has been the catalyst for a
celebrity divorce:
1. Gwen Stefani & Gavin Rossdale: In latest celebrity news,
pop star and overall icon Gwen Stefani recently filed for

celebrity divorce from her husband Gavin Rossdale, after
discovering he had been unfaithful with the nanny for a number
of years. She is now dating country cutie Blake Shelton. This
celebrity couple co-stars on The Voice together!
Related Link: 13 Most Shocking Celebrity Couple Affairs
2. Jude Law & Sienna Miller: British actor and heartthrob,
Jude Law, is infamous for his affair with his nanny while he
dated Sienna Miller. He publicly apologized to her after the
incident, and they were able to recover as friends.
3. Arnold Schwarzenegger & Maria Shriver: One of the biggest
celebrity divorces due to a cheating scandal was definitely
Arnold Schwarzenegger and Maria Shriver. The marriage seemed
perfect, as she’s a Kennedy and they were together for years.
Then news broke that he had an affair with their housekeeper
and even had a love child as a result!
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Ways To Restore Trust In
Your Relationship
4. Ethan Hawke & Uma Thurman: The tale of the two actors,
Ethan Hawke and Uma Thurman were married for six years when it
was reported he cheated with their nanny who watched their two
children. The couple divorced and he subsequently married the
nanny,

after having denied the cheating allegations.

5. Jon & Kate Gosselin: This reality TV couple starred on
their hit show Jon & Kate Plus 8 with the world. Then, he
reportedly cheated on his wife Kate, with their nanny, which
led to her explosive interview with InTouch Magazine. They
later divorced.
What are some shocking nanny scandals in your opinion? Share
your comments below.

Celebrity
News:
Jennifer
Garner Says She & Ex Ben
Affleck
Will
Make
CoParenting Work

By Brooke Crawford
A celebrity divorce is no different than any other divorce,
especially when kids are involved. In the latest celebrity
news, Jennifer Garner discussed her split from ex-husband Ben
Affleck during an exclusive celebrity interview with Vanity
Fair. According to UsMagazine.com, this former celebrity

couple is choosing to continue on being a family unit for the
sake of their three kids. During interviews, both stars have
explained that their main goal is to do their best for the
children.

This celebrity news really shows a
commitment to family. What are some
ways to compromise about your kids
in the face of a split?
Cupid’s Advice:
Being in the limelight makes celebrity divorce even more
complicated. If Garner and Affleck can co-parent with the
whole world watching their every move, so can you! See
below for some parenting advice from Cupid:
1. Alternate schedules: Divorce can be hard enough for a child
to deal with on a daily basis. As parents, it’s your job to
ensure that the transition goes as smoothly as possible. Make
sure that your kids are spending an equal amount of time at
each respective parent’s home. It will ensure that bonds are
not broken and that the child’s overall health is being
safeguarded.
Related Link: Making
Children After Divorce

Special

Occasions

Comfortable

for

2. Go to events together: Before the split, everyone in the
family used to attend Christmas dinners, spring sings, and
science fairs together. Even though things are different now,
the show must go on. Take a cue from this celebrity news, and
be cordial enough to attend events or even vacation as a
family. It will show the kids that you are still a unified
front.

Related Link: Ryan Phillippe Says He’s ‘Proud’ of How He and
Reese Co-Parent
3. Just listen: Having open ears and open conversations with
both your children and the other parent is essential. By
always maintaining a policy of patience when talking, your
child will see that their well-being comes before any problems
that you and the other parent might have.
Life after divorce is hard to navigate. What are some ways
that you’ve found to compromise? Comment below.

Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Katy Perry, Sarah Paulson and
Gwyneth Paltrow

By Shoshi
Whose stepping out in Hollywood this time around hand in hand?
Join me as I l predict the future of three new celebrity
couples.

Predictions
Couples

For

These

Celebrity

Katy Perry and Orlando Bloom: Looks like Katy Perry has landed
herself a Hollywood hottie. This time it’s actor Orlando Bloom
starring as her leading man. While it’s easy to see why they
would be attracted to one another, this coupling is an odd
match. Perry has a habit of moving quickly in relationships.
No one can ever say that she doesn’t throw all of herself in,
except her ex-husband Russell Brand. Since that relationship,
she seems to be a “ride or die” kinda girl. In other words,
all the way in. Recently, she and Bloom were spotted on
vacation in Hawaii. It was officially their first outing to
confirm that they are the newest Hollywood couple. While Bloom

has introduced his son to Perry, this relationship does not
have staying power. He will kick her to the curb once he gets
bored of her. Expect him to move on from the singer to an
actress with whom he will get very serious. Perry wants a
stable, loving and long-term relationship. She may need an
older, established man for this to happen. Moving away from a
man like John Mayer and going toward Orlando Bloom is a step
in the right direction. She just needs to keep looking to find
the love that she wants.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani Drops New Song
‘Misery’ –Is it About Gavin or Blake?
Sarah Paulson and Holland Taylor: When Paulson and Taylor
announced that they were the latest celebrity couple, it
caused quite the stir. There hadn’t even been celebrity gossip
that they were dating. The lovely ladies had known each other
for years before their romance blossomed. Exchanging messages
on Twitter is what initiated their first date. Paulson has
stated that she is absolutely in love with Taylor and their 31
year age difference isn’t an issue. This is not the first time
Paulson has dated an older woman. The deep love and respect in
their relationship will only continue to grow. I predict that
these lovely ladies will get married by the end of the year.
This will give Ellen and Portia a run for their money as the
hottest lesbian couple in Hollywood.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ben Higgins Has Found Love on
‘The Bachelor’
Gwyneth Paltrow and Brad Falchuk: While Chris Martin dates
around, it looks like Gwyneth Paltrow has the desire to have
another celebrity wedding. Could it be to current boyfriend
Brad Falchuk? Hold up on the wedding invitations. There is
something about this relationship that reads “not quite
right.” They should end this before it becomes a big ‘ole
nasty mess. Falchuk is trying to make Paltrow happy by giving
into her high maintenance ways. He thinks that she can elevate

him while in reality the relationship is taking him further
away from who he is. Paltrow is used to getting things her
way. This is a dead end. They should move on. Falchuk should
call his soon to be ex-wife, maybe she will take him back.
Paltrow should date around for a change, have some fun. Maybe
she and Ben Affleck could go out together and revisit old
times.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Lindsay Lohan is Dating
Russian Business Heir Egor Tarabasov
For more information on Shoshi click here.
What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

